2021 Jetties Beach Concession RFP
Sandbar ACK, LLC
George Kelly & Nick Nass
info@jettiessandbar.com
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Summary

•

George Kelly, Nick Nass and the entire team at Sandbar would be greatly honored to be given the opportunity to continue to
operate the Jetties Beach concession, a longstanding tradition on our island. Since taking over the lease in 2017, we have
learned and grown an incredible amount, and would like nothing more than to build on our commitment to providing a safe,
fun, and family-friendly environment for both the island community and visitors alike.

•

The Jetties Concession space is no easy feat - employing roughly 100 staff members and serving more than 1,000 people
daily is a challenge that we have risen to over the last four years, and with every season we have been making improvements
within the business and space itself. Every day is an opportunity to create more efficient business practices, improve
customer satisfaction, and ensure that our staff has the support they need to excel. We truly feel we have a hit an incredible
stride, and only have more to offer moving forward.

•

Additionally, continued success for the Jetties Concession space will prove beneficial for both the town and our community’s
residents. Through rent, revenue sharing and charitable donations to island causes, the Sandbar is staunchly committed to
contributing to our year-round home in whatever positive ways we can. The Sandbar’s dedication to giving back is
something we pride ourselves on, and we are humbled to be in a position to do so.

•

The Sandbar at Jetties Beach is a culture and brand we have cultivated from day one. We have worked tirelessly to firmly
establish our presence in the Jetties Concession space as a fun, casual, and family-friendly location, as well as build a
recognizable brand through our retail side of the business. We have become both a destination for tourists and a reprise for
our island residents. From the beginning of the new lease, the Sandbar will be ready to build on this existing momentum.

•

The chance to create the Sandbar at Jetties Beach four years ago has been one of the greatest privileges we could have
hoped for, and we would like nothing more than to be given the opportunity to continue our business for the next five years.
We are more committed than ever to providing our home with a fun, safe, and family-oriented place to enjoy casual lunch
and dinner in the sand - all while soaking up what our beautiful island has to offer.
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Concept & Culture

• Over the last four years, we have aimed to create a relaxing, fun, and family-friendly environment that is

approachable to both locals and tourists alike. Chef Manny has outdone himself year after year by cultivating a
menu that is deliciously beach friendly and affordable to all guests. From fried clams to fish tacos, classic burgers
and the ever-popular buck-a-shuck, Sandbar has staked its claim as the quintessential beachfront restaurant on
Nantucket, and we proudly serve lunch and dinner throughout the summer season from early May until Columbus
Day. Dinner service is encouraged to come to an end after the 7:30 post-beach rush, and we do not offer a late
night “bar scene” - this is by design, to ensure that the restaurant space functions as an approachable environment
for families looking to dine outdoors in a hassle-free and safe environment.

• When our guests think of the Sandbar at Jetties Beach, it is our goal that the feeling of “summer” immediately

comes to mind - colorful Adirondack chairs serving up the perfect seat to enjoy the beach view with your feet in
the sand; casual picnic tables hand-painted by local island groups and charities where families share lunch, taking
in the view of the Sound; live music by island bands providing the perfect soundtrack for a summer evening under
the stars with family and friends - all completed by friendly, efficient service from a seasoned team of employees
committed to providing the ultimate in hospitality.

• Though only a short walk, ride or drive from downtown Nantucket, Sandbar offers a welcome break from the

hustle and bustle of the island’s busy summer scene. We encourage all of our guests to take a moment and
unwind, savor the natural beauty of Jetties Beach, and truly embrace summer. With our focus on a family-friendly
environment, the Sandbar offers the perfect location for the whole family, allowing kids to play safely in the
surrounding sand while parents are able to kick up their feet and soak up the sun.

• The Sandbar brand has grown incredibly over our first four years to become one of the most popular images on
island. This is a testament to the incredible support of our guests and their support of Sandbar.
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Food & Beverage
• In high season, the Sandbar serves lunch and dinner seven days a week, and has become a destination for over 1,000 guests

per day. In order to execute this level of food service, it takes a well-trained, dedicated, and efficient back of house team in the
kitchen, headed up by Chef Manny Rojas. With a degree from the French Culinary Institute and subsequent training at some of
Nantucket’s most popular restaurants, Chef Manny has both the technical and managerial backgrounds necessary to oversee a
large staff and provide efficient service at a high volume.

• There is definitely a learning curve when it comes to operating a restaurant at the level of the Jetties Concession, and over the
last few seasons, Chef Manny has been able to develop an executable menu that is built for both efficiency and guest
satisfaction, allowing the Sandbar to serve thousands of guests with shorter ticket times year after year. When it comes to
burgers and dogs, Chef Manny’s team proudly served up a total of 7,188 hamburgers and 2,190 hotdogs to a hungry crowd
last summer alone - on top of the rest of their beach-friendly menu!

• Chef Manny’s vision for the menu at the Sandbar is casual, comfortable, and meant to be enjoyed with friends and family.

Serving everything from fish sandwiches to lobster rolls, delicious burgers to shrimp tacos, fried clams to fresh salads, as well as
the ever-popular daily buck-a-shuck, Sandbar’s menu lends itself to being as beach-friendly as possible, drawing on its
incomparable beachfront location. Our children’s menu focuses on the classics that are sure to keep hungry kids happy,
without skimping on quality ingredients. In addition to our grab-and-go frozen treat offerings, this season we will be offering
are own house made ice cream!

• As year-round business owners on the island, we understand how important it is to support our local industries here on

Nantucket. We are committed to serving island-raised products are often as possible; for example, we proudly serve
Nantucket’s Pocomo Oysters on the half shell in addition to our daily buck-a-shuck. To keep the cycle of sustainability flowing,
we partner with the Shellfish Recycling Program through the Natural Resources Department and make sure our oyster shells
make their way back into Nantucket’s harbor, which helps to keep our waters clean and ready for the next oyster harvest.

• For early risers who want to take a stroll down to Jetties Beach, we offer a limited grab and go morning menu complete with
fruit and yogurt parfaits, breakfast sandwiches, and delicious hot coffee.
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raw bar

burgers & dogs

tacos

oysters
by the 1/2 dozen
pocomo meadow, ack 18
oyster of the day 18

served with chips
with fries +1.50

beer-battered fish 18
housemade coleslaw
radish - cilantro

sand dog 9
all beef - tomato - crispy onion
yellow mustard

shrimp

grilled shrimp 18
pickled cabbage - cilantro
chipotle mayo

jetty burger
single patty 11
double patty 14
lettuce - tomato - crispy onion
cheese - 1000 island
bacon +2

by the 1/2 dozen 16

appetizers
clam chowder 10
oyster crackers

beyond burger 13
plant patty - lettuce - tomato
red pepper aioli - potato bun

hot wings 15
blue cheese - hot sauce

all burger accompaniments
served on the side

crispy calamari 12
jalapeno - tartar

entrees
fish & chips 18
local brew batter - tartar
steak frites 29
8 oz. grilled skirt steak
crispy french fries - chimichurri
1 1/4 lobster MP
roasted potatoes
grilled corn

sandwiches

street corn 9
aleppo - scallion - cotija

served with chips
with fries +1.50

fried clams 16
whole belly clams - tartar

fish sandy 15
pan-seared fresh catch
jalapeno - garlic mayo

sides

salads

lobster roll 29
lemon mayo - fresh herbs
buttered brioche roll

crispy fries 5
garden salad 5
crunchy coleslaw 5

add grilled chicken +5
add shrimp cocktail +8
add lobster salad +16

chop 15
greens - tomatoes - cucs
radish - lemon honey vinaigrette
caesar 14
romaine - parm - crouton

house-made chips 5

clam po-boy 19
fried whole belly clams
house made coleslaw
manny's cubano 14
smoky ham - mojo pork
muenster cheese - pickle
ultimate grilled cheese 10
muenster - cheddar - american
tomato +1 bacon +2

desserts
home-made ice cream 7
from our friends at ventuno
popsicles 3
i.c. sandwich 4

for the kids
served with choice of applesauce, veggie sticks, or chips
with fries +1.50

grilled cheese 6

cheeseburger 8

chicken tenders 7

hot dog 6

hamburger 7

classic pb & j 5

please no substitutions
Consuming raw or undercooked foods may increase the risk of food borne illness.
Before placing your order please inform your server if you or a member of your party has any food allergies.
A 20% gratuiuty will be added to parties of 8 or more.
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Philanthropy & Giving Back
One of the greatest rewards of operating the Sandbar at Jetties Beach has
been our ability to contribute to our island in a positive way. Since our first
year in operation, we have been fortunate enough to have donated more
than $134,000.00 to different charities and non-profit organizations that
work tirelessly to make Nantucket a better and safer place for our yearround community. This is an effort to which the Sandbar is incredibly
committed, and it is a pillar of the culture that we strive to create within the
restaurant itself. It is our sincere pledge that should we be given the
opportunity to run the Jetties Concession for another five years, we will
continue to support island charities and non-profit organizations as best we
can. Running the Sandbar at Jetties Beach day in and day out is not a job
for us - we genuinely love what we do - and it makes us extremely proud to
be able to give back to those in need, especially during these uncertain
times we are all faced with.
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Philanthropy & Giving Back
• 2017 - $3,000 donated to Brant Point Shellfish Hatchery Grow Out Facility
• 2018 - $40,643 donated to A Safe Place
• 2019 - $44,914 donated to ASAP Nantucket
• 2020 - $38,466 donated to Nantucket Food, Fuel & Rental Assistance Program
• 2020 - Operated Senior Meal Delivery Program, in collaboration with the Community Foundation for
Nantucket, during the early days of the Covid-19 Crisis, for which Sandbar was awarded a Special
Commendation from the Town of Nantucket

• Over $7,000 in donations to Natural Resources Department to date
• Annual event space donation for Autism Speaks fundraiser
• Annual event space donation for Swiss Across America
• Annual event with Artists Association to promote local businesses and charities
• Donated and hosted the annual Nantucket Lifeguard welcome lunch
• Hosted a movie night to help raise money for the Nantucket Boys & Girls Club
!9
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Covid-19: Reaction & Response
• The Covid-19 pandemic of 2020 presented an outstanding challenge to all businesses on island this

year. Restaurants were faced with more unknowns than ever before, and the months leading up to the
2020 season were incredibly difficult and stressful. However, the resilience and work ethic of
Sandbar’s staff, as well as incredible generosity on the town’s behalf, was what allowed us to safely
open and ultimately be successful during this unprecedented time.

• During the early days of the Covid-19 pandemic, Sandbar partnered with sister restaurant or, The

Whale, along with Taylor Hilst at Human Resources and the Nantucket Community Fund, to provide
much-needed home delivery meals to our senior citizens. Over the course of six weeks, we provided
over 3,500 meals, brought to the doors of those Nantucket residents who were unable to make trips
to the grocery story or prepare their own food. Sandbar spearheaded the organization of volunteer
chefs and drivers to help safely prepare, package, and deliver those meals to residents all over the
island.

• Sandbar began to offer takeout options in mid-May, and opened for in-house dining in early June.

When we were able to open the restaurant, we tirelessly followed state and local Covid-19 guidelines
for safety - including, but not limited to, mask enforcement, table, chair, and surface sanitization, social
distancing, and constant monitoring of our staff. As a result, we are proud to say that over the course
of the 2020 season, and serving tens of thousands of guests, no known cases of Covid-19 originated
or were associated with the Sandbar at Jetties Beach. Moving forward, if these same restrictions and
guidelines prove to be necessary in the future seasons, we have an established and proven method of
creating a safe and healthy environment, both for our guests and our staff.
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Collaboration

Over the last four years, we have built great relationships with many departments of the Town, who we are happy to work with in any capacity. Below
are just a few of the many people who have helped us maintain the Jetties Concession.

• DPW - We worked very closely with Mark Voight on everything building related and are extremely saddened by his unexpected passing.

Mark was
an amazing person to work with, extremely helpful when anything came up and a wonderful person to know. We spent countless hours trying to
strategize with Mark about how best to keep the building in good shape and how best to preserve it throughout the difficult winter months. We
will miss him as the building manager, but much more as a friend.

• DPW - Paul, Aaron and the DPW team are always ready to help keep us afloat, and we very much appreciate their help. We look forward to
continuing our good relationship with them.

• Town Sewer - The water accumulation has always been an issue for the Jetties parking lot. We’ve been discussing this with David Grey over the

years, and we are very excited to see the completion of a new sewer pump installation which will allow both beach access and concession access.
We can now pump the puddle out (known affectionately as “Lake Sandbar”) ourselves with a flick of a switch thanks to David and his team.

• Health Department - We have had a great relationship with Roberto Santamaria, both in years prior as well as during the pandemic of 2020.

We
have always done our very best to ensure health guidelines are followed, and this was no more necessary than this past season, during which we
strictly followed all state and local regulations, and never hesitated to reach out to Mr. Santamaria if any questions arose regarding best courses of
action.

• Natural Resources - Our neighbors at the Natural Resources Department are wonderful to work with, especially Jeff Carlson and Jo Dodd.

We are
happy to say we are ready each season for annual nesting birds and provide them with a safe area on Jetties Beach. We have dedicated our
“Harbor Breeze” drink to the Natural Resources Department, and a dollar from each sale goes directly to their program.

• Licensing - We have worked closely over the years with Amy Baxter on the rules and regulations of running a restaurant on Nantucket, from

enforcing capacity restrictions to monitoring alcohol sales. She is a great resource, and we’re happy to keep open lines of communication with her
and the licensing department to ensure we continue to operate the restaurant responsibly.

• BOS & Town Management - We are more than willing to work with and help the town in any issue regarding island restaurants. We have been

fortunate enough to work in many of them before operating Sandbar, and have great relationships within the restaurant community on island. We
are always available to provide insight in regards to the on-island hospitality industry and help in any way we can.
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Team Sandbar

George Kelly - Owner/Manager

George was born on island, graduated from Nantucket High School, and attended Lehigh University where he earned a degree in Economics. After
college and a brief stint on the West Coast, George moved back home to work in restaurants such as The Tavern, Boarding House, and the Nautilus
before teaming up with Nick to open the Sandbar at Jetties Beach in 2017. In 2019, he and Nick opened or, The Whale on Main Street, in
collaboration with his wife Emily and Jamie Lee Nass, who maintain the daily operations while George keeps his focus on the Sandbar. George and
Emily are recent homeowners on island, where they reside year round with their yellow lab Mac, and are expecting their first child in November.
Nick Nass - Owner/Manager
Nick has been a full time island resident since 2012. He earned a degree in Economics from the University of Albany in New York, and began his
island restaurant career at The Ropewalk, where he honed his hospitality skills through his positions as both server and bartender. He continued to
work on the Wharf when The Ropewalk changed hands and became Cru Oyster Bar before teaming up with George to open the Sandbar at Jetties
Beach in 2017. In 2019, he and George opened or, The Whale on Main Street, where his sister Jamie Lee and Emily Kelly maintain daily operations
so he can keep his focus on the Sandbar. He is a homeowner on island where he resides year-round with his NISHA rescue dog Sonny.
Manny Rojas - Chef
Manny has been a full time island resident since 2010. Born in the Dominican Republic, Manny graduated from the French Culinary Institute, and
began his culinary career in New York before discovering Nantucket. He first worked on island at The Pearl before becoming Sous Chef at The
Nautilus. He is now Executive Chef at Sandbar and a partner in or, The Whale. Manny and his husband Danny live on island year round with their cat
Luna.
Nicole Buckley - Manager
Nicole manages the front of house staff and daily operations at Sandbar in partnership with George and Nick. During the off season, she works as a
teaching assistant for 5th through 8th grades at the Nantucket New School. She graduated from Saint Michael’s College in 2014 and has been
working on island since 2012. Nicole has worked at the Jetties Concession since 2014.
Staff: Kaitlin, Joe, Lora, Alana, Jon, Noah, Ryan, Sig, Mackenzie, Mirce, Ben, Sara, Carly, Lauren, Caroline, Elizabeth, Morgan, Andrea, Alyssa, Jenna, Henry, Jaun, Emily,
Lauren, Emily, Mackenzie, Madelynne, Kaylin, Emma, Ella, Elizabeth, Abby, Aliza, Greta, Jake, Annalisa, Peter, Bernard, Jon, Michael, Gavin, Brian, Max, Pierce, John,
Antonio, Arune, Monika, Will, Ryan, Melina, Siel, Stefan, Claire, Zoe, Molly, Laurie, Deb, Danielle, Angel, Diomar, Miguel, Casimiro, Yancho,Dimitar, Joni, Marko, Artur, Clive,
Moya, Toni, Kevin, Kristen, Flavjo, Gabriel, Joan, Rebecca, Belkys, Rinat, Darlir, Xhonaton, Jonathan and Mayo just to name a few..
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Revenue
• $447,757.00 Rent paid in the Town from 2017 to 2020
• $145,860.00 due for 2021 for a 5 year total of $593,617.00
• $412,879.00 Percentage rent paid from 2017 to 2020
• $127,867.00 projected for 2021 for a 5 year total of $540,746.00
• $1,134,362.00 Total dollars generated and projected to the Town from Sandbar
• We intend to build on our success by:
• Increasing ticket times to get food out faster and seat more guests
• Continue to improve our menu offerings
• Increase sales to drive revenue sharing with the town
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Financial Projections
Current Gross Sales

Projected Gross Sales

$4,000,000

$4,000,000

$3,800,000

$3,800,000

$3,600,000

$3,400,000

$3,298,435
$3,131,111

$3,200,000
$3,000,000

$3,640,268
$3,534,241
$3,365,944

$3,200,000
$3,000,000

$2,919,139

$2,800,000

$2,800,000

$2,722,705

$2,600,000

$2,600,000

$2,400,000

$2,400,000

$2,200,000

$2,200,000

$2,000,000

$2,000,000
2017

$3,749,477

$3,600,000

$3,460,025

$3,400,000

$3,861,961

2018

2019

2020*

2022

2021**

2023

2024

2025

2026

• $12,400,304 in total gross sales for our first four years 2017 to 2020
• Projecting a 15% increase for 2021 over 2020 by opening on schedule in May
• Projecting 7.5%, 5%, 3% and 3% year over year growth for 2022 through 2026
• Slowly scale back to peak 2019 Sales by continued relaxed Covid-19 restrictions
• Increased public vaccination
• Increased confidence in dining out
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Financial Projections
RENT & PERCENTAGE RENT 2017 - 2021
rent

% rent

$160,000
$145,860
$140,000
$120,000

$132,300

$132,712

$127,867

$126,000

$120,000

$102,500

$100,000

$91,871

$85,796
$80,000

$69,457

Projected

$60,000
$40,000
$20,000
$2017

2018

2019

2020*

2021

$ 1,134,362 Combined rent and percentage rent paid to the Town of Nantucket
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Commitment
• Over the years, the Jetties Beach concession space has evolved from a small beachfront shack to a bustling

and profitable restaurant, catering to thousands of beachgoers every season. In order to efficiently operate
this concession, the Sandbar utilizes a workforce of around 100 people every season. We are committed to
employing a diverse staff, ranging from local high school students to summer college students, student J1
Visa workers to H2B workers, and year-round islanders looking for summer employment. We are involved
in every step of the hiring and training process, and are extremely proud to be able to provide a positive
and friendly work environment to which our staff returns to season after season.

• The management of the Sandbar, in daily partnership with both George and Nick, is one that we have

proudly cultivated over the last four years. We have been able to promote staff from within to build our
management team, most of whom have worked every position in the restaurant, and therefore are highly
qualified to assist with day-to-day operations for both the front and back of the house.

• Both George and Nick are year round residents of Nantucket.

Their dedication to ensuring Sandbar runs as
efficiently and effectively as possible is evident in the fact that they can be seen working at the Sandbar
every day that it is open - from bussing tables to shucking oysters, no task is off limits for them to make
certain that both their staff and their guests enjoy a positive experience. This most often entails seventy to
eighty hour workweeks, which highlights their effort and inclination to operate a successful restaurant
business in this highly sought after concession space. George, Nick and the management team at Sandbar
are 100% committed to keeping the Jetties Beach concession space affordable, family-friendly, entertaining,
and island-oriented for the duration of the next five-year lease.
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Recommendations
1. Jamie Foster, year-round resident, Nantucket Boys and Girls Club
2. Kevin Marshall, year-round resident, Nantucket Police Department
3. Taylor Hilst, year-round resident, Former Nantucket Health and Human Services
4. Mark and Eithne Yelle, local business owners of Nantucket Catering Company, year-round residents,
daughters have been employed by Sandbar
5. Justin & Claire Shaeffer, seasonal residents and Trustee of Nantucket Boys & Girls Club
6. Tim & Lisa Mahoney, year-round residents, local business owners of Affordable Rentals and Nalu
7. Jim and Katie Norton, summer residents, neighbors & abutters, two sons work at Sandbar.
8. Doug and Ilana Leighton, local business owners of Ack Natural, summer residents, son and daughter work
at Sandbar
9. Hank and Jen Askew, summer residents, three sons work at Sandbar.
10. The Gault Family, year-round residents
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To whom it may concern,

This letter is to serve as a recommendation for Nick Nash and George Kelly in their bid to re-sign their
lease with the Town of Nantucket at Jetties Beach Pavilion which they currently operate as Sandbar at
Jetties Beach.
We have lived on Nantucket since 1989 and have seen Jetties Pavilion under several different owners
and until Nick and George were awarded the bid, we have always felt it was underutilized with the
incredible location on what is essentially the only public beach/ family restaurant on the island.
As with any new take over of a long established and loved island restaurant there is always the question
of what will become of it. Will it be ruined by making it too expensive for families to enjoy? Will it
become yet another island treasure turned into a place that only the summer people can afford to go
to? Nick and George did none of those things. In fact, they took Sandbar and made it exactly what the
island needed it. They gave it a much-needed facelift without taking away any of the old school charm
of the place!!
The menu and pricing that Nick and George offer is perfect for locals and tourists alike to be able to
afford multiple times a week (which is rather unheard of!). The food is consistently fantastic and fresh
without being unapproachable. It’s a perfect menu to enjoy with all generations which is ideal when
travelling with little kids but still have a great meal in a beautiful location as an adult.
On a personal note both of our children have been gainfully employed by Nick and George. Our oldest
daughter has worked as a server for 3 summers and was offered a management position this past
season. Our youngest daughter worked there this past season as a server. Nick and George are
wonderful employers and mentors to our children. This past season we as parents were very concerned
about our children working in a busy restaurant and being exposed to hundreds of guests a day. We
were beyond impressed with the sanitation and safety protocols that Nick and George put in place to
protect both their guests and employees.
Thank you for your consideration.

Mark & Eithne Yelle
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Justin & Claire Schaeffer
20 Bartlett Farm Road Nantucket MA 02554
160 West Concord Street Boston MA 02118
October 26, 2020
To Whom It May Concern:
It is without hesitation and is our absolute pleasure to recommend that Nick Nass and George
Kelly continue the operation of Sandbar at Jetties Beach.
Having enjoyed summers on Nantucket since 1988, I have never seen even a quarter of the
passion, food quality, and dining experience than that of Nick and George and their operation
at Sandbar. Through their leadership and gracious staff, it has been thrilling to see Jetties come
alive. They have turned Sandbar into a must-go restaurant on Nantucket – for both tourists and
the local community alike.
Sandbar provides a family atmosphere enjoyable for all ages. Over the past five years Nick and
George have turned what was once a hotdog shack into a casual and affordable restaurant. Its
menu and environment is approachable and very well done, with something that appeals to
everyone.
Currently, my wife daughter and I are no longer just seasonal residents; I am a small business
owner and a Trustee of the Nantucket Boys & Girls Club. In my role with the NBGC, I have seen
how much Nick and George support the kids of this Island. From donating gift cards and
auction items to hosting family movie nights at Sandbar, it is more evident than ever how lucky
the families and kids of Nantucket are to have an affordable and safe place for all ages to enjoy.
We are fully confident that both Nick and George take tremendous pride in what they do.
We’ve seen their growth over the past 10 years – from their previous jobs at two of Nantucket’s
staple restaurants Nautilus and Cru to becoming the owners of Sandbar at Jetties Beach. The
phrase “no days off” is something they stand by and it is evident in how well they run the
Sandbar business.
We urge Nantucket to continue the Sandbar lease to both Nick and George. It is rare these days
to find two people with a staff and patronage that love the brand, food, and leadership as much
as they do. Nick and George have truly made Sandbar a piece of the Nantucket fabric.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to reach out to us directly (973.220.2419).
Warm Regards,
Justin & Claire Schaeffer
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December 1, 2020

To whom it may concernI am writing in support of the renewed lease of Sandbar at Jetties Beach. As an abutting
neighbor and property owner at 4 Pawguvet Lane and 90 Hulbert Ave, we could not be
more pleased with having the current version of Sandbar as our neighbor. The current
owners of George Kelly, Nick Nass and team have done an excellent job revitalizing
what we previously considered a poorly run property when it was under previous
ownership. Today, it is the best run restaurant on the island.
They consistently keep the property and surrounding area clean and have always
abided by town rules to close on time. We are in earshot of the restaurant and have
never been bothered by the live music and on most days it is inaudible. Jetties Beach is
also our home beach and the team has done a remarkable job maintaining the public
beach facilities and restrooms, which is very difficult to do on busy July and August
beach days.
We are fortunate to have 2 high school aged sons who have worked at the restaurant
over the past few seasons and could not be more pleased with how they have been
treated as employees. They are respected by the management and have developed a
very strong work ethic and high sense of hospitality as a result of the Sandbar staff
culture. Put simply, working at Sandbar is the highlight of their summer because of the
team and their love for serving guests at Sandbar.
2020 was a summer unlike any other and we have to commend the management and
staff on exemplary execution of Covid related restrictions and protocols. We saw this
from the perspective as regular customers, but also concerned parents. George, Nick
and team did a phenomenal job making both customers and staff feel safe and
comfortable.
Lastly, we are acutely aware of what the Sanbar ownership team has done for the
island community during the pandemic. Food insecurity is a real issue on and off the
island and it was very admirable to see the Sandbar leadership team go out of their way
to help the community with food deliveries, despite their own business uncertainty in the
spring of 2020.
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While we are not familiar with the process of the lease renewal at 4 Bathing Beach, we
would welcome the chance to further advocate for George, Nick and team. Our contact
information is below, and we look forward to many more summers at Sandbar at Jetties
Beach under the current ownership.

Respectfully,

Jim and Katie Norton
2 Stone Bridge Lane
Milton MA 02186
781-910-5788
jnorty@gmail.com

^^^ Summer Address:
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4 Pawguvet Lane Nantucket

TO: The Town of Nantucket
RE: Letter of support for The Sandbar
FROM: Douglas and Ilana Leighton
To Whom It May Concern:
Please accept this letter in support for Nick Nash, George Kelly and team who have
operated the Sandbar at Jetties beach for the last 5 years. Since they have taken over the
operation, they have provided a first-class experience for locals and tourists alike. I have known
the team for almost a decade and watched as their unwavering commitment to the restaurant,
their staff and the community at large.
Both of my children (Reef 18, Ella 16) have worked there for multiple summers moving
their way from the gift shop to hosting. Both kids have loved their experience at the Sandbar and
will take lifelong lessons from watching some of the most dedicated team members in the
industry.
Between their connection with Nantucket and their dedication to the community, I
believe they are the people that we want to have running the Sandbar for 5 more years. From an
island that thrives off of supporting local businesses and keeping things as “mom and pop” as
possible, we would say it is more important than ever to make sure the Sandbar remains with the
successful entrepreneurs.
Regards,
Douglas and Ilana Leighton
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My family has been calling Nantucket our home in the summer for almost 20 years.
Nantucket is a special community and my husband and I wanted our three sons to
grow up being a part of that community. Three years ago, my two youngest sons
joined the Sandbar team. This was their first job experience so they were nervous
and anxious to start, but Nick and George welcomed them, quickly putting them at
ease. As a parent, I could not have asked for a more positive job experience! I have
watched them grow into more confident, independent, and respectful young men.
The Owners and the hard working dedicated staff at Sandbar have created a fun,
loving and caring environment. So much so that my oldest son who has been
employed elsewhere for the past 5 summers wanted to work a couple shifts there. I
am thankful for the opportunities and experiences the Sandbar has created for my
sons, and more importantly, for welcoming them into their community. – Jen Askew
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To Whom It May Concern,
We are writing this letter in support of the current owners of Sandbar Restaurant at Jetties Beach. We are a local family with 4
young children. Max (8), Jake (6), Evelyn (5) and Anna (3). We love going to Sandbar! It rivals the Juice Bar as the kids' favorite
summer location.
The reason for our letter is in support of the owners Nick and George. First off, the place runs like a well oiled machine. It is busy,
yet clean. It is often hectic yet the staff and owners are some of the nicest on island. The food is good and the prices are very fair.
They cater to large groups and families with young children and at the same time it is adult enough with live music making it a nice
escape for an adult beverage or a late afternoon trip to the raw bar.
We cannot stress enough how much we look forward to continuing the exact same summer traditions they have worked very hard
to establish at the Sandbar. The staff, the food, and ambiance are all top notch in our book!
Thanks,
The Gault Family
Dan, Sarah, Max, Jake, Evelyn, Anna
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Thank you
From all of us at the Sandbar, we would like to thank you for
taking the time to consider our bid to continue doing what
we love, which is operating the Jetties Concession Space as
Sandbar at Jetties Beach. We are looking forward to the
final season of our current lease, and would love nothing
more than another five years to prove to the Town of
Nantucket that we are the right fit for both the concession
space and for the community - George & Nick
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